Abstract. An AC-flow is the associated flow of a product type odometer (PTO). We give examples of AC-flows and compute their L°°-point-spectra. We also introduce an invariant for isomorphism of aperiodic conservative ergodic nonsingular flows which is a closed subset of the unit interval and contains 0 and 1. We give a necessary condition for the associated flow of an approximately finite ergodic group to be finite measure preserving.
Introduction
In § 1 we define an AC-flow and give examples of AC-flows, one of which has trivial L°°-point spectrum. In § 2 we introduce an invariant, r({T,}), for isomorphisms of aperiodic conservative ergodic non-singular flows {T,}, which is a closed subset of [0,1] and contains 0 and 1, and show that if {T,} is finite measure preserving then and that for any closed subset F of [0,1] that contains 0 and 1 there exists an AC-flow {T,} with Applying this invariant to associated flows of approximately finite ergodic groups G, it is realized as a set A(G) relating to the recurrence of the Radon-Nikodym cocycle (dPg/dP){w),g€ G. We should note that a PTO induces an infinite tensor product of finite type I von Neumann factor by the group measure space construction.
The following definitions are omitted in the present paper but can be found in [1] , [4] : L°°-point spectrum; orbit equivalence, (weak equivalence); the associated flow; type 11^ III A (0< A < 1) and III 0 ; and approximate finiteness.
AC-flow
Let T be an ergodic non-singular transformation of a lebesgue space (O, P) and let f(w) be measurable positive function on (ft, P). Define £ r (fc, w), weft, k = 0, ± l , . . . b y fc = 0
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Denote by ft the subset {(w, u); w e ft, u e R, 0< u < |(w)} of ft xR and by P the restriction of P x du to ft, where d« is Lebesgue measure on the real line R. Define f,{w, u) for (a, u) in ft and -oo<f<oo by if £ T (k, to)<u + t<f; T (k + l,to). Then {T,} is an aperiodic conservative ergodic measurable flow on (ft, P) and is called the flow built under the function £(w) wUh base transformation T.
If a measurable function £(w) is positive-integer-valued one can define a transformation T in the same way as above taking Z instead of R; that is, if f r (k, to) :£ i + n < g T (k +1, to); i,neZ. T is called the transformation built under the function f(«) witfi fcase transformation T.
An ergodic countable group of non-singular transformations can be uniquely associated to an egodic measurable flow [2] . W. Krieger [4] showed that the correspondence gives a one-to-one mapping from orbit equivalence classes of approximately finite ergodic groups of non-singular transformations of type III 0 onto isomorphism classes of aperiodic conservative ergodic measurable flows.
Let n k , k = 1, 2 , . . . be a sequence of positive integers (n k >2). For each k we denote by ft k the finite set { 0 , 1 , . . . , n k -1}; by G k the permutation group on il k ; and let P k be a probability measure on ft k such that P k ({j})>0 for / = 0 , 1 , . . . , n k -\. Let (ft,P) be the infinite direct product measure space of (ft fc , P k ),k = l,2,.... Each G k may be considered to act on ft. The transformation group, which we denote by G, on (ft, P) generated by G k , k = 1, 2 , . . . is non-singular and ergodic. The group G is called a product type odometer group (PTOG). We denote by A k j, for / = 0 , 1 , . . . , n k -2, fe = 1,2,..., the set of points w in ft such that If the C k j's are positive integers we will call the transformation built under the function f(to) with base transformation T, an AC-transformation.
In [5] we proved the following'theorems: 
The crucial properties used to prove theorem 2 were that &(«>), fc = 1, 2 , . . . should be a sequence of independent random variables and that we have
for win ft, for all gin the PTO G,
where ^G(g, w):= | T (i(g, w), w), and i(g, to) denotes the integers given by (2) satisfying gw = T'
w, w eft.
Examples. In the following examples we put n k = 2, k = 1, 2 , . . . , and Y^-, fe = l , 2 , . . . , forsome0<A<l.
The odometer transformation T defined by P k , fc = 1,2,... We may assume that n = 1, 2 , . . . . For each integer n let m(n) be the maximum coordinate of w n that is changed by g n ; then at least one of the following cases holds for infinitely many n:
An invariant of ergodic flows
In case (b) we have and for infinitely many n. We have ,. gc(gn» <* n ) .
.. S(m(w)) lim -----= 1 , hm =1 and hm C{m{n)) = a.
n^°° S(m(n)) n-*°° S n n-oc Hence, a is a limit point of F o . In the same way as above we have a -1 in cases (a), (d) and (f), and a = 0 in cases (c), (e) and (g). We have proved F({T,}) <= F and therefore
We next prove the case of F = {0,1}. Let S(fc), k = 1, 2 , . . . be a sequence of positive numbers such that Let G be an ergodic countable group of non-singular type /// transformations on a Lebesgue space (ft, P). We denote by A(G) the set of numbers ae[0,1] such that for any subset A with P(A) > 0 and e, r > 0 there exists a positive number 5 > r and elements f,g in G with
S(k)>k I S(i)
;
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